INDIRECT CEREBRAL REvascularization on OphthalMIC Artery By using a Drug-eluting BalLon for Suspected MOyAMoya Disease
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ABSTRACT

Moyamoya disease (MMD) is a rare idiopathic progressive vaso-occlusive disease causing multiple occlusion of cerebral vessels lead to ischemic stroke. Asian population is the most common race to be affected. We present a male patient 33-years old with suspected MMD with right hemiparesis and neurocognitive changes. On digital subtraction angiography (DSA) there was appearance of ‘puff of smoke’ on his right hemisphere, stenosis middle cerebral arteries M1 bilaterally, stenosis of right ophthalmic artery (OA), stenosis of left anterior cerebral artery (ACA) and aplasia of right ACA. Ballon angioplasty was performed on right OA that supply the contralateral symptomatic stenosis area (left A1) indirectly through anterior ethmoidal artery and anterior falxine artery (OA-ACA collateral). While no guidelines for the management of MMD, cerebral revascularization by using drug-eluting balloon (DEB) in right ophthalmica artery is potentially effective treatment that could allow the brain to have good blood supply (gives good collateral to both ACA), reduces burden of the fragile moyamoya vessels to be ruptured followed by improvement of clinical results. Patient’s selection by understanding the stage, its progressivity and collateral formation are crucial before decision is made.
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Introduction

Firstly described in 1957 by Takeuchi and Shimizu, moyamoya disease is an occlusive cerebrovascular disease of unknown etiology. Multiple occlusion especially in distal ICA and anterior, middle cerebral arteries lead to development of abnormal collateral vascular network at the base of the brain as compensation for the occlusion. Prevalency of MMD is more frequent to be found in Asian countries where the onset has a bimodal age distribution. The first peak in early childhood and the second in third-fourth decade. In Washington state and California is reported 0.086 per 100.000 population with female is higher than male.

Eventhough MMD etiology is unknown, the progressive stenosis of intimal hyperplasia with intramural thrombus formation thought to be the pathology rather than atherosclerotic changes or inflammation. The clinical presentations of MMD are various include ischemic stroke, haemorrhagic, seizures, headache, and cognitive impairment. The ischemic are predominantly clinical manifestation although haemorrhagic complications may also occur. Frequently, ischemic symptoms are presents due to stenosis lead to hypoperfusion rather than thromboembolism. In neurocognitive dysfunction of MMD patient, chronic hypoperfusion and haemodynamic compromise are thought to be the underlying mechanism. However, neurocognitive impairement can also occur acutely like in our patient, where his frontal lobe supplied mainly from left ACA, since aplasia of his right ACA were formed due to abnormal formation development during embryologic phase. As a consequence, dominant blood supply of his right frontal side was taken over by right OA and left ACA. Before angioplasty was performed, OA-ACA collaterals were not very prominent. We suggest chronic hypoperfusion in right side was well tolerated and compensated by formation of abnormal collateral vascular network, manifestation of acute neurocognitive changes can be occurred when there was no sufficient collateral blood supply formation during newly left ACA stenosis development. There is no known effective medical therapy to prevent progressive stenosis in MMD. Most commonly done were by performing surgical revascularization to reduce and prevent ischemia either directly by artery-to-artery anastomosis such as extracranial-to-intracranal (EC-IC) bypass or indirectly by arteriosynangiosis. A direct approach to revascularize by dilate the stenotic segments has rarely been reported and also long-term outcomes were not favorable especially when stenting performed that in stent restenosis were mainly outcomes. In this case report, we describe the clinical and radiological outcome of patient with MMD who has treated with drug-eluting balloon (DEB) on OA with radiologically and clinically excellent results.
Case Report

A 33-year-old Indonesian male was admitted to the hospital for headache, altered mental status and unable to talk or even could not answer simple questions. It was associated with slight weakness on right hand and leg. He has no history of hypertension or other risk factors for vascular diseases to be known. General physical examination in the emergency department showed heart rate =88/min, blood pressure 130/80 mm hg, temperature - 37.0°C, respiratory rate=20/min. Neurological examination showed normal cranial nerve function, motor strength was 4/5 of right arm and leg. He appeared altered, nonverbal, unable to answered questions and looked confused. Initial CT-scan was performed with no signs of bleeding or infarct lesions. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and DSA was performed and MRI showed remarkable for infarct in left frontal lobe where supplied by ACA (figure 1.a). Brain DSA performed the next day showed multiple stenosis. Moderate stenosis were found in right and left middle cerebral artery (MCA) M1 proximal segment, stenosis on left A1 segment with aplasia on his right A1 with preserved Acom (figure 1.b). After the injection of contrast “puff of smoke” appearance was noticed on right hemisphere (figure 2.A). According to Suzuki and Takaku classification, our patient was on stage three. We also noted that in Suzuki stage III, most cases have already developed OA-ACA collaterals. These collaterals seem to be functional earlier than the duro-pial collaterals developed from the middle meningeal artery.13

For basic evaluation of his cognitive symptoms initial mini mental state examination (MMSE) and to what extent his cognitive symptoms affect his daily activities, Barthel index (BI) activity of daily living (ADL) were performed.14 Since there was no guideline for the management of MMD, we decided to do revascularization by using DEB on his right OA segment. Under local anesthesia, A 7 Fr guide sheath was placed in the right femoral artery. Using coronary guide wire 180 cm (Asahi Sion blue,Asahi,Japan), a DEB (Sequent please 2.0 x 10 mm; B.Braun, Berlin, Germany) was deployed successfully by balloon inflation (figure 2.B). After three months follow up, we did MMSE and BI ADL evaluation with significant progress.

Discussion

The MMD is often multifocal angiopathy with progression of stenosis/occlusion in intracranial blood vessels. Suspected MMD was diagnosed after excluding of any vascular risk factors for atherosclerotic diseases in our patient. The majority of patients present with ischemic hypoperfusion rather than thromboembolic ischemia.7,8,15 Percutaneous balloon angioplasty and/or stenting is less invasive procedure to achieve immediate increase in cerebral blood flow with shorter hospitalization compared to surgical revascularization.12 Treatment of MMD should aim not only revascularization but also alleviating symptoms and preventing stroke. There is no known effective medical therapy to prevent progressive stenosis in MMD. Histopathological findings have shown that intimal hyperplasia is the main cause of progressive intracranial artery narrowing.15 Therefore, we decided to use DEB that contains paclitaxel that promotes stability of microtubules, and cell replication is inhibited in the G0/G1 and G2/M phases. Inhibition of smooth muscle cell mitosis in arterial wall might reduces intimal hyperplasia. Furthermore, cell motility, shape, and transport between organelles may also be affected.11,17 Some case reports that have been published by doing combination angioplasty and stenting without drug eluting effectively restore flow of the cerebral circulation even though they did not mention reoccurrence of stenosis.5 Other case study in 2007 was reported by using angioplasty and showed no restenosis after 2 years follow up.2 Unfortunately, the balloon that was used either with drug eluting or without drug eluting was not mentioned. The results remain controversial where restenosis and/or occlusion and recurrence of clinical symptoms with an average period of 1.8 months and 3.9 months, respectively, have been reported.12

In MMD, compensation by forming a vascular network the so-called “puff of smoke” at the base of the brain representing prominent collateralization.18 This formation was the beginning stage and the latest stage will not show any moyamoya vessels or major intracranial vessels are supplied from the extracranial vessels. Suzuki and Takaku have described the six stages of MMD. Stage one is the narrowing of the carotid fork; moyamoya vessels begin to appear in stage two. It would become more prominent in stage three where major vessels in the anterior circulation are stenotic or occluded. Posterior cerebral arteries are the next arteries to be occluded in the stage four. In this stage, collateralization is taking place with extracranial circulation and stage five has changes in between stages four and six.18 According to Suzuki and Takaku classification, our patient was on stage three. It showed right side was the first affected blood vessels in progressivity of the disease. Due to right aplasia ACA, cerebral blood flow compensates by forming right moyamoya vessels on same side and OA will be more dominant then OA-ACA collaterals will be formed. We believe this progressivity took years and very well compensated by forming collateralization, therefore, clinical signs was remain asymptomatic. If collaterals do not develop in time, ischemic events would be the result.19,20 This theory explains why in our patient has left anterior circulation ischemic with A1 stenosis but not right circulation where moyamoya vessels were present.

In MRI of our patient, it showed subacute infarct or hypoperfusion of left frontal lobe where frontal regions are the usual causes Among adult patients having MMD with cognitive impairment.21,22 As the neurocognitive disturbed it will impact to patient’s daily activities and functional outcome.2 As the begining of symptoms, MMSE score was 8/30 and BI ADL showed 16/20. After three months of the procedure, showed improvement of his MMSE score 28/30. BI ADL became independent and start doing his daily activities like before.

From angiography many stenosis occured and according to his clinical symptoms, left side of A1 that supply frontal region was the main problem, since his right A1 was aplasia. Fortunately, Acom in this patients was well preserved and it seems that OA-ACA collaterals from his right side also give supply to anterior circulation.
Figure 1. A 33-year old man developed neurocognitive impairment and right hemiparesis. Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) imaging showed left ACA territory infarction. B. Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) in anterior-posterior view left side from LICA showed proximal stenosis of A1 (red arrow) and M1 (yellow arrow). Noted OA-ACA collateral from right side through ethmoidal artery can already be seen even through not prominent (black circle). ACA: anterior cerebral artery; LICA: Left internal carotid artery; MCA: middle cerebral artery; OA: Ophthalmic artery.

Figure 2. Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) showed stenosis in the right OA (red arrow) and prominent moyamoya vessels that arised from MCA (yellow arrow), A. DEB was performed to dilate the stenosis (black triangle, B). After balloon angioplasty procedure, anterior circulation (black curved arrow) were supplied by OA-ACA collateral (black circle) more dominant through anterior ethmoidal artery and anterior falcine artery (black asterisk). C. Furthermore, moyamoya vessels (black arrow) was less prominent and stenosis of right OA were opened (white arrow), D. ACA: anterior cerebral artery; DEB: Drug eluting-balloon; MCA: middle cerebral artery; OA: Ophthalmic artery.
The reasons we choose to dilate the right OA rather than left A1 and using drug eluting balloon were:(1) It will increase anterior blood circulation from right side to left side (ischemic side) through OA-ACA collaterals through anterior ethmoidal artery then to anterior falcial artery (figure 2.C);(2) Approximately 30% of MMD patients present with haemorrhagic stroke secondary to friable collateral vessels and usually occur in the anterior circulation territory. By dilating the right blood vessels it will reduces the burden of right part of moyamoya vessels (figure 2.D) and decreases the risk to be ruptured in the future;(3) Even though the progressivity of the disease could not be stopped, by using DEB will reduces intima hyperplasia for longer time. In our suggestion eventhough stenosis frequently occurs in multiple sites and DEB inhibits progression of stenosis in segment only, increasing the blood supply by dilating the most crucial stenosis would give a good outcome and prevent the burden of moyamoya vessels to be ruptured.

In practice, applying endovascular treatment for MMD has many limitations. First of all, the size of stenosis segment should have enough size for the stent, in this case balloon can be an option. Another limitations are this is only one single report with successfull outcomes, larger number of patients and longer term follow-up to evaluate restenosis and clinical manifestations should be evaluated.

**Conclusion**

Although this strategy does not treat the underlying cause, it is potentially effective treatment that could allow the brain to have good blood supply, decreases the chance of moyamoya vessels to be ruptured. Cerebral revascularization by using drug-eluting balloon (DEB) in right ophthalmic artery gives good collateral to both ACA, reduces burden of the fragile moya-moya vessels followed by improvement of clinical results. Patient’s selection by understanding the stage, its progressivity and collateral formation are crucial before decision is made. Furthermore, endovascular treatment can also by pass operation time in an urgent setting.
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